GLOBAL JET
15th Anniversary celebrations with EBACE

The world’s largest operator of wide-bodied jets and Bombardier Globals, celebrated its 15th Anniversary at EBACE. “We have never lowered our quality standards, we have stayed true to our core values of safety, quality, integrity, passion and dedication and we have been able to implement our business model to make it successful,” the Vice-President for Business Development, Bjorn Naberhuis said. The company is also the first European operator to have obtained a Chinese AOC through its joint-venture with one of the key-players in China, the Jinggong Group with the first commercial flights scheduled for the third quarter of 2015. “We now have two commercial representation offices in Asia; Beijing and Hong Kong. We have created Jinggong Global Jet Co, Ltd. based in Hangzhou which employs nearly 30 people and it will be in charge of our future commercial Chinese flights”, the Business Development Director Asia/Pacific, David Mezenen said. “So far, we are operating a Falcon 2000, a G450, a Falcon 7X, a Global Express, a Global 6000 and an Airbus ACJ319 in this corner of the world and another ACJ319 should be entering our fleet soon.”